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Abstract. As software systems become more complex and featurerich, configuration mechanisms are needed to adapt them to different execution environments and usage profiles. As a consequence,
failures due to erroneous configuration settings are becoming more
common, calling for effective mechanisms for diagnosis, repair, and
prevention of such issues. In this paper, we survey approaches for diagnosing software configuration errors, methods for debugging these
errors, and techniques for testing against such issues. In addition, we
outline current challenges of isolating and fixing faults in configuration settings, including improving fault localization, handling the
case of multi-stack systems, and configuration verification at runtime.
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Introduction

Tackling software configuration errors is recognized as an important
research problem which has been investigated by many groups from
academia and industry, e.g., see [51]. In a recent study [52], the authors report empirical findings on the impact of configuration errors
in practice. In particular, a study of over 500 real-world configuration issues revealed that this type of problems constituted the largest
percentage (31%) of high-severity support requests. Moreover, a significant portion of these issues (16% to 47%) rendered systems fully
unavailable or caused severe performance degradation. Also other
studies [30] and incident reports [5] confirm that detecting and correcting configuration errors in software is of a great importance for
practical applications.
In this paper, we focus on providing an overview of current research in the area of software configuration diagnosis comprising
fault detection, fault localization, and correction. Besides discussing
research articles dealing with software configure errors, we further
discuss open issues and challenges that are worth being tackled in future research activities. While the excellent survey [51] has a broader
scope and also includes aspects such as configuration-free/easy-toconfigure systems, hardening against configuration errors, automating deployment and monitoring etc., we consider in this paper primarily diagnosis aspects. We also cover the most recent state-ofthe-art work like diagnosing cross-stack configuration errors [32]. In
summary, this survey attempts to offer a compact and focused introduction to this research area, thus serving as a good starting point for
further contributions.
Although, there has been work also dealing with configurations
and configuration errors for systems comprising hardware and soft1
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ware, we focus on methods and tools that have been developed within
the area of software configuration. Dealing with software configuration only allows for extracting and straightforwardly using information from programs, which would be hardly obtained when considering hardware. As a consequence, there are many approaches that
work exclusively in the software configuration domain. Nevertheless, there are also approaches that can be generalized to serve diagnosis of system configuration as well. Especially, when it comes
to large software comprising million lines of source code and also to
cases where source code is not available, approaches have to follow
a more black-box oriented approach. This approach also enables diagnosis in case of hardware or systems in general where hard- and
software is investigated.
In more detail, given a program, its configuration parameters (or
settings), and an execution environment, a software configuration error comes forward when the parameters assume incorrect values. The
configuration parameters might specify multiple aspects of system
behavior, including adaptation to execution environment (paths, network settings, ..), functionality (enabled/disabled components, logging, ...), performance and resource policies (cache sizes, number
of threads, ..), security settings, and others. Consequently, erroneous
configuration settings can cause failures of multiple types: complete
crashes, partially disabled functionality, performance issues, inappropriate resource usage, or security threads. A frequent scenario of
a configuration error are parameter values which do not fit to the specific execution environment. For example, we specified a path to a
working directory of the application but the user executing the program do not have write access to this directory, causing the program
to crash (or at least to terminate with an exception).
In the context of this survey, we consider the configuration error
diagnosis problem in its most general form: detecting the root causes,
i.e. isolating the configuration parameters with inappropriate values,
and providing means for repair in terms of identifying correct values or value ranges for these parameters (or adapting the execution
environment). This definition implies that we do not target diagnosis of ”traditional” software bugs, since we assume that a repair is
possible without code changes. Note that it might be difficult to decide whether a failure should be attributed to a configuration problem
or a software bug, and this challenge remains one of the open issues
(see Section 3). For example, if a failure-triggering sequence of statements in a faulty program is executed only because of a certain parameter setting, the subsequent failure might appear to be caused by
a configuration error.
We organize this paper as follows: We first discuss in Section 2
previous research works dealing with software configuration diagnosis. In the following Section 3 we present open research challenges
that have not been tackled so far. We discuss threats to validity in
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Sec. 4. Finally, we summarize the content and the findings of this
paper (Section 5).

2

Previous Work on Software Configuration
Diagnosis

In this section, we discuss research work that has been published in
the area of software configuration diagnosis. We obtained the papers
searching relevant digital libraries from IEEE and ACM. We further
focussed on the most recent work in this area not older than 10 years.
Hence, we do not claim the survey to comprise all papers in the context of software configuration errors (for a more comprehensive collection see [51]). However, the presented papers are intended to give
an overview of the current research directions in software configuration diagnosis and methods and techniques used for this purpose.
In order to present the discussed papers in an accessible way, we
classify the paper accordingly to the following categories: (i) diagnosing single-layer configuration errors, (ii) diagnosing cross-stack
configuration errors, (iii) diagnosing using configuration knowledge,
and (iv) other aspects of software configuration diagnosis. Singlelayer configuration errors are errors found in one-component applications like MySQL, Hive, or Spark. Typically, such applications have one common configuration file/database and are developed as an integral project. Cross-stack configuration errors occur in
multi-component applications or software stacks like LAMP (Linux,
Apache Web Server, MySQL, PHP, Wordpress/Drupal), J2EE, or
MEAN.
The rational behind these categories is the following. Most previous work is available for diagnosing single-layer configuration errors
and this case offers an opportunity for an overview of existing diagnosis approaches. Diagnosis of cross-stack configuration errors pose
additional challenges. In some cases, the source code of stack components might not be available, precluding usage of general program
analysis techniques. More frequently, cross-stack configuration errors are frequently caused by a mismatch between the configuration
settings within separate components [32, 33]. To diagnose such issues, knowledge about the interactions between the components is
needed.
In case of the availability of formal knowledge about configurations, i.e., configuration rules or constraints, diagnosis can be performed using this knowledge. Such formal knowledge bases may be
applicable for single-layer or cross-stack applications.
Finally, there are other aspects that cannot be assigned to one of
the former categories, for example testing configurable systems or
optimization of software based on configuration parameters.

2.1

Diagnosing Single-Layer Configuration Errors

Single-layer programs are typically written in a single programming
language and often the source code is available. Hence, static and dynamic program analysis techniques can be applied to obtain a mapping from configuration options to code regions. This information
can be exploited for localizing the root cause behind configuration
errors. Consequently, a lot of approaches for diagnosis configuration
errors in such programs have been proposed.

Linking configuration options and code regions. Approaches in
this group attempt to find a correspondence between a configuration
option and code regions impacted by this option. Frequently, such
techniques exploit static [43] or dynamic program slicing [14]. In
program slicing, one attempts to find the set of all code locations
which might influence a target statement (so-called seed), or all code
locations which might be influenced by a seed statement. Hence,
there approaches are mainly applicable in the software configuration
setting and may not be generalizable to deal with hardware configuration diagnosis.
ConfAnalyzer [29] builds a map from each program point to the
options that might cause an error at that point by static data-flow
analysis. For diagnosis, it treats a configuration option as the root
cause if its value flows into the crashing point. The approach does
not require from users to install or use additional tools, but it can use
logs and stack traces to reduce the rate of false positives.
ConfDiagnoser [57, 56] uses static analysis, dynamic profiling,
and statistical analysis to link the undesired behavior that are represented by predicates to configuration options. When these predicates
indicate behavior deviating from the one known for correct profiles,
ConfDiagnoser lists the relevant configuration options as suspects.
Work [58] presents a technique and a tool to troubleshoot configuration errors caused by software evolution. The approach uses
dynamic profiling, execution trace comparison, and static analysis to
link the undesired behavior to its root cause - a configuration option
which needs to be changed in the new software version.
ConfDoctor [7] is an approach based on static analysis to diagnose configuration defects. It does not require users to execute an
instrumented program or to reproduce errors, which is an essential
advantage compared to previous approaches. The only run-time information required is the stack trace of a failure. An evaluation on
JChord, Randoop, Hadoop, and Hbase shows that the approach could
successfully diagnose 27 out of 29 errors, with 20 of them ranked
first.
Authors of [25] propose a lightweight dynamic analysis technique
that automatically discovers a program’s interactions, i.e., logical formulae that give developers information about how a system’s configuration option settings map to particular code coverage. It is evaluated on 29 programs spanning five languages and could find precise
interactions based on a very small fraction of the number of possible
configurations.

Data flow analysis. ConfAid [3] applies dynamic information flow
analysis techniques to track tokens from specified “configuration
sources” and analyze dependencies between the tokens and the error symptoms, pinpointing which tokens are root causes.
Sherlog [53] uses static analysis to infer control and data information in case of a failure. It analyses source code by exploiting information from run-time logs and computes what must or may have
happened during the failed run. One deficiency of this tool is that it
may require guidance from developers about which function should
be symbolically executed.
Paper [17] introduces Lotrack, an extended static taint analysis approach and tool to automatically track configuration options. It derives a configuration map that explains for each code fragment under
which configurations it may be executed.

Supervised learning approaches. Relatively few authors propose
to use machine learning approaches based on supervised learning
(i.e. mainly classification). This can be explained by the fact that it is
difficult to obtain or generate training data with appropriate structure
and in sufficient amount. Similarly to the challenges of mutation testing, if training samples are generated, faults injected in the configuration files might not trigger a failure or have unrealistic properties.
Also, since a configuration file might contain hundreds of options,
a training set is likely to containt only few faulty cases per option,
giving rise to the unbalanced class problem.
Authors of [41] use machine learning to predict whether a configuration error is responsible for a failure and if yes, what is the category
of the error. To obtain training data, faults are injected into configuration files and the resulting error category is manually labeled.
Work [38] exploits statistical decision tree analysis to determine
possible misconfigurations in data center environments. The authors
further improve the accuracy of this approach via a pattern modification method.
Replay-based techniques. One category of well-known tools [44,
37, 20] are the replay-based diagnosis techniques. They treat the system as a black box to automatically run the system with possible
configurations values without damaging the rest of the system until
fixing the misconfiguration. This class of techniques relies on having
a working configuration. Otherwise, it can not be applied. Besides,
they require users with more domain knowledge.
Signature-based approaches. Another family of tools mine a large
amount of configuration data from different instances to infer rules
about options and use these rules to identify software misconfigurations.
EnCore [55] and CODE [54] belong to this category of work. EnCore takes into account the interaction between the configuration settings and the executing environment, as well as the correlations between configuration entries. It learns configuration rules from a given
set of sample configurations and pinpoints configuration anomalies
based on these rules.
Analogously, some tools such as Strider [42] or PeerPressure [40]
adopt statistical techniques to compare values of configuration options in a problematic system with those in other systems to infer the
root cause of a failure. All these techniques require substantial effort
to collect the baseline data.

2.2

Diagnosing cross-stack configuration errors

Configuration options in multi-layer architectures (e.g., LAMP,
J2EE, or MEAN “software stacks”) might easily contradict each
other or be hard to trace to each other. Therefore, configuration error
diagnosis in such architectures is particularly challenging [51]. On
the other hand, so far there are very few research approaches or tools
targeting this scenario [33].
Sayagh and Adams [32] conducted an empirical study on multilayer configuration options across Wordpress (WP) plugins, WP, and
the PHP engine. They discover a large and increasing number of configuration options used by WP and its plugins. In addition, over 85%
of these options are used by at least two plugins at the same time.
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Sayagh et al. [33] perform a qualitative analysis of over 1,000 configuration errors to understand their impact and complexity. Based
on this data they develop a slicing-based approach to identify errorinducing configuration options in heterogeneous software stacks. So
far it is the only approach which attempts to provide a complete, endto-end process for diagnosing cross-stack configuration errors.
Work [4] focuses on finding configuration inconsistencies between
layers in complex, multi-component software. The proposed technique (based on static analysis) can handle software that is written
in multiple programming languages and has a complex preference
structure.
In [31] the authors target the identification of configuration dependencies in multi-tiered enterprise applications. It provides a method
for analyzing existing deployments to infer the configuration dependencies in a probabilistic sense. This yields rank-ordered list of dependencies so that administrators can consult it and systematically
identify the true dependencies.
Authors of [12] attempt to quantify the challenges that configurability of complex, multi-component systems creates for software
testing and debugging. It analyzes a highly-configurable industrial
application and two open source applications. They notice that all
three applications consist of multiple programming languages, limiting the applicability of static analysis. Furthermore, they find out
that there many access points and methods to modify configurations,
and that the configuration state of an application on failure cannot be
determined only from persistent data.

2.3

Rules, Constraints and Fixing their Violations

Once configuration knowledge can be described using constraints or
rules they can be used for diagnosis as well. The use of such knowledge is neither restricted to single-layer nor cross-stack applications
in general. Hence, methods and techniques based on rules and constraints, which can also be seen as models of the applications, would
provide a more general account to solve the software configuration
error problem. In this section, we distinguish methods for learning
knowledge, fixing violations, and inconsistency detection between
different software artifacts.
Learning constraints and rules. Several existing approaches extract configuration models [42, 40, 54, 50, 55] and leverage them for
configuration debugging, mainly via detecting value anomalies and
rule violations.
The categories of extracted data constituting the models typically
include the primitive and semantic data types of configuration options (e.g., integer, file path, port number, URL), the value ranges of
options (minimum and maximum integer values or a list of acceptable values), the control dependencies (i.e., usage of parameter Q
relies on the setting of another parameter P ), and value relationships
(e.g., value of parameter S should be greater than that of parameter
T ). EnCore [55] additionally considers the properties of the execution environment as a part of their models.
CODE [54] takes a unique approach and uses dynamic execution
information as the model content, namely sequences of (Windows)
registry accesses and derived rules. Using these rules for efficient
filtering of even large lists of events, CODE can detect not only configuration errors but also deviant program executions. It requires no
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source code, application-specific semantics, or heavyweight program
analysis.
SPEX [50] analyzes source code to infer configuration option constraints and use these constraints to diagnose software misconfigurations, to expose misconfiguration vulnerabilities, and to detect errorprone configuration design and handling.
Build-time configuration settings. Another category of work addresses configurations and their constraints used at compilation and
build time. Such configurations determine whether certain product
features (e.g. logging, debugging) are activated, or even which software components are included in the shipped product. The later aspect is relevant e.g., for software product lines.
Works [22], [23] propose a static analysis approach to extract
(build-time) configuration constraints from C code. Despite of its
simplicity, it has high precision (77% - 93% in the studied systems)
and can recover 28% of existing constraints. A further study of the
authors reveals that configuration constraints enforce correct runtime
behavior, improve users’ configuration experience, and prevent corner cases.
Fixing violations of configuration constraints. The problem of
fixing a configuration that violates one or more constraints is addressed in [47, 48]. The authors introduce to this purpose the concept
of a range fix, which specifies the options to change the ranges of values for these options. They also design and evaluate an algorithm that
automatically generates range fixes for a violated constraint. Empirical studies shows that the range fix approach provides mostly simple
yet complete sets of fixes and has a moderate running time in the
order of seconds.
Configurable software (e.g., Linux OS, eCos) can have very high
number of options (variables) and constraints. E.g., Linux has over
6,000 variables and 10,000 constraints; eCos has over 1,000 variables
and 1,000 constraints. Such systems typically use variability modeling languages and configuration tools (called configurators). Examples of variability languages include Linux Kconfig, eCos CDL, and
feature models. With variability modeling languages and configurators, errors can be detected early, but users still have to resolve the
errors, which is also not an easy task: the constraints in variability
models can be very complex and highly interconnected. Therefore,
researchers have proposed automated approaches that suggest a list
of fixes for an error. A fix is a set of changes that, when performed
on the configuration, resolve the current error. However, the recommended fixes in these approaches are sometimes large in number and
size. For example, fix lists for eCos configurations contain up to nine
fixes, and some fixes change up to nine variables.
In this context, work [39] proposes a method to reduce the size
and complexity of error fixes by introducing a concept of dynamic
priorities. The basic idea is to first generate one fix and then to gradually reach the desirable state based on user feedback. To this end,
the approach (1) automatically translates user feedback into a set of
implicit priority levels on variables, using five priority assignment
and adjustment strategies and (2) efficiently identifies potentially desirable fixes that change only the variables with low priorities.
Detecting inconsistencies between code, documentation, and
configuration files. Configuration options are widely used for cus-

tomizing the behavior and initial settings of software applications,
server processes, and operating systems. Their distinctive property
is that each option is processed, defined, and described in different
parts of a software project - namely in code, in configuration file, and
in documentation. This creates a challenge for maintaining project
consistency as it evolves. It also promotes inconsistencies leading to
misconfiguration issues in production scenarios.
Confalyzer [30] uses static analysis to extract a list of configuration option from source code and from associated options documentation. Confalyzer first marks configuration APIs in the configuration classes. Then it identifies calls to these APIs in the program by
building a call graph and obtains option names by reading values of
parameters of these calls.
PrefFinder [11] proposed by Jin et al., uses static analysis and dynamic analysis techniques to extract configuration options and stores
them in a database for query and use.
The SCIC approach [4] exploits Confalyzer to implement the functionality of extracting configuration options in the key-value model
and the tree-structured model.
Work [6] proposes an approach for detection of inconsistencies
between source code and documentation based on static analysis.
It identifies source code locations where options are read and for
each such location retrieves the name of the option. Inconsistencies
are then detected by comparing the results against the option names
listed in documentation.

2.4

Other Aspects

There are other papers dealing with diagnosis of software configuration errors not falling into the previous categories like testing, enduser support and performance optimization, which we discuss in this
subsection.
Testing of highly configurable systems. Paper [18] presents an
initial study on the potential of using statistical testing techniques for
improving the efficiency of test selection for configurable software.
The study aims to answer whether statistical testing can reduce the
effort of localizing the most critical software faults, seen from user
perspective.
Authors of [19] analyze program traces to characterize and identify where interactions occur on control flow and data. They find that
the essential configuration complexity of these programs is indeed
much lower than the combinatorial explosion of the configuration
space indicates.
Work [36] proposes S-SPLat, a technique that combines heuristic
sampling with symbolic search to explore enormous space of configurations for testing of software product lines.
A more general approach for testing configurable systems including software is combinatorial testing [15, 16]. There the underlying
assumption is that it is not necessarily one configuration parameter
that reveals a fault but a certain combination of parameters. Combinatorial testing assures to compute all combinations for any arbitrary
subset of configuration parameters of arity k. In the context of combinatorial testing, the resulting test suite is said being of strength k.
There are many algorithms and tools for combinatorial testing [13].
For a survey on combinatorial testing we refer the interested user
to [26].
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Configuration and debugging support for end-users. A technique to detect inadequate (i.e., missing or ambiguous) diagnostic
messages for configuration errors issued by a configurable software
system is proposed in [59]. It injects configuration errors and uses
natural language processing to analyze the resulting diagnostic messages. It then identifies messages which might be unhelpful in diagnosis or even negatively impact this process.
Authors of [49] study configuration settings of real-world users
from multiple projects and reveal patterns of unnecessary complexity in configuration design. The authors also provide a few guidelines
to reduce the configuration space. Finally, the existing configuration
navigation methods are studied in terms of their effectiveness in dealing with the over-designed configuration.
Work [28] introduces ConfSeer, a system which recommends to
users suitable knowledge base articles which are likely to describe
user’s current configuration problem and its fix. To this end, ConfSeer takes the snapshots of configuration files from a user machine
as input, then extracts the configuration parameter names and value
settings from the snapshots and matches them against a large set of
KB articles. If a match is found, ConfSeer pinpoints the configuration
error with its matching KB article. The described system powers the
recommendation engine behind Microsoft Operations Management
Suite.
Optimizing performance via configuration settings. In [24], a
rank-based approach to efficient creation of performance models is
introduced. Such models can be exploited for finding an optimally
performing configuration of a software system.
Authors of [10] conducted an empirical study on four popular software systems by varying software configurations and environmental
conditions, to identify the key knowledge pieces that can be exploited
for transfer learning for constructing performance models of configurable software systems.
Paper [35] proposes a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to
find the optimal solutions and addresses the configuration optimization problem for software product lines.
Finally, the work described in [27] employs random sampling and
recursive search in a configuration space to find optimally performing
configurations for an anticipated workload in software product lines.

2.5

Survey Summary

There are lots of papers dealing with configuration diagnosis of single layer applications often employing program analysis techniques
but also making use of machine learning or replay methods. In case
of more complicated applications comprising interacting and configurable software components there have been less papers dealing
with concrete solutions. One approach that can be used in both cases
of software is to make use of formalized knowledge about configurations, i.e., the configuration parameters, their domains, and rules
specifying limitations and relationships among parameters. It would
be interesting to investigate whether classical approaches to diagnosis of knowledge-bases like [8, 45, 9, 34] can also be successfully
applied for configuration diagnosis. Other aspects, discussed in this
section include testing configurations, end-user support, and performance optimization.

3

Challenges in Configuration Diagnosis

Based on the survey of papers presented in the previous section, we
are able to identify several still open challenges. A general challenge
that immediately arises is to distinguish whether an application failure is due to a fault in the configuration setup or code defect in the
program. This is a common problem when applying configuration
debugging tools, which usually assumes a certain cause. If we want
to come up with a general approach for software configuration diagnosis, we have to adapt diagnosis to identify the underlying root
cause.
A method that is able to separate these causes would take the current configuration, the program, the description of the execution environment, and the passing/failing tests as input. Based on these inputs the possible causes of a failure are provided as output. In order to
come up with such an approach, it is necessary to have a close look at
various configuration diagnosis problems, given consequently raise
to the another challenge, i.e., providing an open repository of various
configuration diagnosis problems that can be accessed by researchers
in this field.
Such a general repository for software configuration diagnosis
should include a larger set of different programs from single-layer
to cross-stack applications together with configuration errors coming from different sources, test suites, and ideally also configuration
knowledge bases. The repository should cover programs of different
sizes and from different domains capturing currently available software to allow comparing different configuration diagnosis methods
and techniques.
Besides these two general challenges, there are other challenges
that are more specific to the applications (single-layer versus crossstack) or the tasks to be tackled (i.e., fault localization and repair
versus fault detection). In the following, we illustrate some of these
more specific challenges in detail.
Diagnosis of single-layer applications Despite the fact that there
have been various methods already published in this domain, there
are still some open issues.
• Transfer techniques from functional fault localization: In case of
software debugging, there are various methods available going beyond program analysis including spectrum-based fault localization [1, 2] among others. In this approach, code regions are ranked
(essentially) according to the number of times there are executed
by passing or by failing tests (intuition: if a code line is executed
primarily by failing tests, it is more likely to contribute to a failure). For a detailed look at current debugging techniques we refer the interested reader to Wong et al.’s survey [46]. In particular spectrum-based fault localization offers superior performance
compared to static and dynamic program analysis applied to debugging. The open research question that is, whether spectrumbased fault localization can be efficiently used for software configuration diagnosis as well.
• Study and exploit the trade-off between the type of data from users
required for diagnosis (as well as the effort of obtaining this data,
e.g., via instrumentation) and the achieved accuracy. The research
goals that would go into this direction include:
– For each type of diagnosis data (from static analysis to diagnosis data dynamically created from instrumentation and also
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for combinations) understand and quantify the degree of likely
penalties (e.g., in terms of accuracy) of using only this data for
diagnosis. Specifically, characterize error types which can be
or cannot be diagnosed for each type of diagnosis data (when
using state-of-the art debugging approaches).
– For each “class” of diagnosis data, attempt to improve the corresponding state-of-the art diagnosis methods in terms of types
of errors they are able to debug. This can be done e.g., by an
in-depth analysis why they fail for some error types and by providing substrates/replacements for the missing diagnosis data.
Diagnosing of cross-stack configuration errors In the case of
cross-stack applications, there is not so much work available. Important open research challenges include:
• Exploit work on consistency checking to detect potential inconsistencies between different stack layers.
• Leverage existing work on extraction of rules and constraints to
model dependencies between layers. Then use the techniques for
discovery and fixing of constraint violations to diagnose (and possibly repair) cross-stack configuration errors.
• As a further application of extracted rules, configurator-like tools
(as used for configuring operating systems) could be used for safe
configuration of cross-stack systems.
• Create models of expected behavior (given a current global configuration) of each layer from the perspective of each layer. Divergences in the behavior might indicate potential configuration
inconsistencies or errors. For example, given the current configuration of a database-layer (specifying n1 database connections),
also the PHP-layer should allow n1 database connections. However, if the expected behavior of PHP-layer, based on its own configuration, allows only n2 < n1 database-connections, then an
inconsistency between these two behavioral models is indicated.
It is worth noting that it is quite important which dependencies
or interaction between layers can be observed or recorded. Moreover, in the context of these challenges the application of modelbased approaches for diagnosing (configuration) knowledge-base,
e.g., [8, 45, 9, 34], might be worth being considered.
Testing-related challenges and goals In case of testing, we are
interested in detecting faults caused by configuration settings. There
the motivation is to improve testing approaches specifically for detecting faults in system configurations ideally during software development. To clarify the meaning of “software testing” in context of
configuration (errors) we should consider that an application failure
in this context does not necessarily imply that there is a defect in
code (as in traditional testing). Such a failure rather indicates that:
• There is a mismatch between the state of the application environment (operating system, file system, hardware, location of input
data, libraries, network properties, remote components, etc.) and
the configuration settings. This implies that a test for this type of
error must take into consideration the environment.
• There is an inconsistency between configuration values, either
within a single layer or between layers in a multi-layer application. The corresponding tests might be independent of the appli-

cation environment, but are probably more comprehensive if this
is also taken into account.
Consequently, this discussion gives rise to the following goals:
• Attempt automated test generation that considers the state of the
application environment and the configuration settings (maybe
implicitly). Such tests would adapt to environment changes and
target only the above-mentioned mismatch between environment
and configuration. In order to avoid confusion with the meaning of
traditional testing, we might call this “configuration verification”
step instead of testing.
• Generate tests that verify only the consistency of configurations
between layers of a multi-stack system. In this case a test failure
should indicate only an inconsistency, not a lack of adaptation to
the production environment. For example, a test could only verify
the consistency of configurations across layers, not execute the
whole application.
• Generate tests which verify the correctness of application’s behavior independently of the configuration settings. For example,
an application should produce the same behavior independently
of the exact path to input/output/libraries, number of used threads
(in some range), used compiler (or its flags) etc.
• Generate tests that improve the outcome of fault localization.
There it would be necessary to identify those tests that can distinguish different computed root causes (see e.g., [21]).

4

Threats to Validity

Several threats to validity of this paper exist. The main one is the risk
of omitting important contributions to this field. To mitigate this risk,
we have created lists of relevant works using several processes described below. We then merged and pruned the results according to
the rank of the publishing venue and originality (i.e. works proposing
a novel or distinctive approach were included even if published in a
workshop). In the first literature collection process, we searched for
publications containing the word ”configuration” that were published
in selected high-quality venues (ICSE, ASE, ISSTA, FSE, ISSRE,
ICSME, ICPC, IEEE Trans. Software Eng., and some others) in the
last five years; for each found publication, we verified via abstract
whether a publication indeed targets configuration error (diagnosis).
In the second process, we read the related work sections of the previously identified works, and created a list of papers discussed there,
which are of relevance (here, also less prestigious venues were considered). Finally, we screened the survey [51] for checking that no
important contribution was omitted.
Another threat to validity is the possibility to misinterpret any of
the discussed papers (e.g. due to different understanding of terms),
and state here inaccurate claims. To reduce this risk, we have studied
each described contribution in a depth sufficient to avoid a misinterpretation. Besides of this, information from related work section to
verify our interpretation was used where available.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a survey on methods and techniques used
for detecting, localizing, and correcting faults in the context of software configurations. We distinguished the different cases of software
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configuration diagnosis for single-layer and cross-stack applications
as well as methods used in case of available configuration knowledge
and further aspects. From the survey we were able to identify some
still open challenges and research questions including distinguishing different variants of potential root causes, the lack of repositories
of application-cases for validating and comparing research results as
well as the need for new fault localization and testing methods.
The motivation for this paper is to provide a solid basis for future research in this area and to identify some important challenges
in software configuration diagnosis worth being tackled. We also indicated some relationships with work on diagnosis of configuration
knowledge bases and other approaches of software debugging that
might stimulate this field. Because of the growing interest in providing programs comprising a stack of other programs that themselves
can be configured, we see a growing need for research in this area.
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